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You could close 
down GRAVes 
stReet foR 

fARMeRs MARkets 
oR coMMunItY 

pARtIes

you could walk down the 

street during summer and be 

shaded by mature tree lined 

streets

You Could wAlk, ride 
Your bike or plAY in the 
streets without hAving to 
give wAY to CArs

You CoulD spenD time in the 
town Centre to CatCh up with 
FrienDs or show visitors what 

makes kaDina suCh a great 
plaCe

imagine if..............



An Adventure plAYspACe in 
viCtoriA pArk brought people 
to kAdinA FroM FAr And wide

peDestrians oF all 
abilities CoulD saFelY 
Cross streets at 
interseCtions that 
give them right oF 
waY

publiC art poppeD up in 
the streets oF kaDina 
aDDing Culture anD 
CharaCter to a vibrant 
town Centre

All of these imaginings 
are possible through the 
implementation of the Kadina 
Town Centre Urban Design 
Framework.



1.0  
introduCtion



The District Council of the Copper Coast with funding and 
support from the State Government and Kadina’s Traders 
Association has engaged WAX Design, Infraplan and URPS 
to develop a strategic and long term planning framework for 
the Kadina Town Centre.

The framework aims to identify the existing demands 
created by community need, tourism and the resulting 
pressures on the town centre and the possible opportunities 
that exist.

Kadina is located on the yorke Peninsula of South Australia, 
approximately 144 kilometres northwest of Adelaide.  
With a population of 5,070, Kadina is the largest town on the 
yorke Peninsula and is recognised as the commercial centre 
for the region. 

The development of the Kadina Town Centre Study requires 
an open dialogue with everyone who cares about the town 
and its future.  The study and associated consultation 
process helps to establish a conversation where issues and 
opportunities were heard equally and where no one voice 
dominated the process.  

The project team is aware of how difficult such a 
conversation can sometimes be and the struggle that is 
often required in achieving the best long term outcomes.  
This is why the methodology for the study focuses on 
engaging the community and stakeholders; to learn and 
interpret information and avoid quick fixes that do not reflect 
the long term vision for the town centre. 

1.2 project description 
By working with Kadina, its community, Council, traders, 
visitors and other stakeholders, the project team has 
designed a framework to help Council and the community 
adopt a proactive approach to tackling issues and securing 
a sustainable and resilient future.

The framework focuses on providing new approaches to 
traffic management and improving the amenity and quality 
of life for the local community as well as helping to create 
active streets and places for people. 

Section 2 of the report describes the context of the project 
and the objectives that have been considered. In section 3, 
the ‘planning for real process is described along with the 
ideas, views and insights that were discovered during a 3 
day site visit. The analysis of the town centre is contained 
in section 4, which is used to guide the planning directions 
contained in section 5.

The appendices deal with the place making and design 
guidelines and implementation programme for the town 
centre. 
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This framework aims to meet the following objectives:

•	 to understand the existing and future issues and 
opportunities for the town.

•	 to develop a masterplan that reflects community 
aspirations.

•	 integrate safe pedestrian access

•	 address traffic management and car parking 
issues with potential redirection of traffic or road 
closures

•	 increase amenity within the public realm

•	 identify future parking areas and pedestrian links

•	 Develop pedestrian and cycle corridors

•	 provide an endorsed vision for kadina’s town 
Centre

1.3 objectives



2.0  
proJeCt 
ConteXt



After Adelaide City Council, the Copper Coast Council area 
is one of the fastest growing local government areas in 
South Australia.  This population growth is occurring in the 
urban centres of Kadina, Wallaroo and Moonta, and is in 
some part the result of people seeking alternate lifestyles 
or a ‘sea change’ in coastal locations relatively close to 
Adelaide.  

Today, Kadina is the largest town on the Peninsula, and is 
one of the three Copper Triangle towns famous for their 
shared copper mining history.  The three towns of Kadina, 
Moonta and Wallaroo are known as “little Cornwall” for the 
significant number of immigrants from Cornwall that worked 
at the mines in the late 19th century. 

The yorke Peninsula Regional land Use Framework 
identifies Kadina as the commercial centre for the yorke 
Peninsula.  Indeed, Kadina is home to significant shops and 
services in comparison to other towns on the Peninsula and  
draws visitors from the surrounding towns reliant on the 
facilities within the central business district (CBD).  

These numbers grow during holiday periods when the 
Peninsula is flooded by holiday makers staying along 
the coast.  The range of shops and services has grown 
in Kadina over recent times, however, the function and 
aesthetics of the CBD has become an increasing issue. 

Recognised as a regional centre with an ageing population, 
Kadina, along with the issue mentioned above has a heavy 
dependance on vehicles. It is therefore important to improve 
pedestrian flows throughout the CBD and address traffic 
management and car parking issues. 

The following bullet points are an assessment of the 
potential opportunities and build on the objectives. They 
represent the beginning of a planning process for Kadina 
to deliver a balance between amenity and function that 
continues to attract people while maintaining the natural and 
cultural landscapes of the area. opportunities include: 

•	 Potential to develop new urban design approaches that 
build capacity for the future within the town centre while 
balancing existing assets and functional requirements

•	 Refocus the town centre to enhance and accommodate 
commercial, social, cultural, recreational, historic and 
environmental values

•	 Improve pedestrian access through the development of 
shelter and amenity throughout the town centre 

•	 Identify a safe movement network for all transport 
modes

•	 enhance the provision of open space 

•	 Upgrade and develop facilities (considering multi-use) 
that increase function and provide amenity

•	 Address traffic management issues

•	 explore new opportunities to build resilience within 
the town centre (climate change, place management, 
accessibility)

•	 Develop tourism opportunities 

•	 Maintain the intrinsic character of the town while setting 
a new vision.

2.1 project Appreciation
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3.0  
CoMMunitY 
knowldege



planning for real

A ‘Planning for Real’ consultation was undertaken in Kadina 
over a 3 day period from November 29 to December 1. The 
aim of the consultation exercise was for the project team to 
become immersed in the town with a focus on engaging the 
community early in the planning and design process. 

over these 3 days, the project team also undertook 
extensive site analysis and mapping of the town centre. By 
driving and walking through the town, the team was able 
to gain an understanding of the issues and opportunities 
associated with the town, traffic management flow and the 
functionality of the public realm.

During the project team’s visit the Ascot Theatre was 
transformed into a design studio where the community was 
encouraged to:

•	 Communicate their issues and ideas 

•	 View the translation of their ideas into opportunities and 
future directions 

•	 Provide feedback on the emerging strategic directions 

•	 Provide feedback on plans illustrating their ideas 

The intention of the process was to build community 
ownership of the project, and ensure that the strategic 
directions of the framework were directly driven and linked 
to the unique needs of Kadina’s community.

Ideas and opportunities were identified during a series of 
drop-in sessions and were then developed into sketches 
and designs that illustrated potential directions for the town 
centre. These sketches and plans then formed the basis 
for ongoing conversation between the community and the 
project team.  

who was involved 

3.1 the Consultation Approach

80Community Members.

business owners.

Council staff.

online surveys.

Facebook ‘likes’.

21
10
46
111

Confirming the Design response

As the ‘Planning for Real’ progressed, community members 
could see how their ideas could be translated into physical 
realities and could provide immediate feedback on plans 
and proposed directions in “real time”. 

Analysis of community feedback and site assessment 
of the town was undertaken on site, concluding with a 
presentation of the outcomes back to the community. 

By combining these layers of information and feedback, 
the project team developed a set of guiding principles, as a 
basis for the development of the Town Centre Study.

In this way, the project team could ensure that the direction 
of study reflected the aspirations of the community. 
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As part of the community consultation various mapping 
exercises were undertaken that enabled members of the 
community to identify and map attributes, issues and 
important characteristics of the town.

These included:

•	 Places that work well or need improving

•	 How long and where people spend time in the town 
centre

•	 Most frequent journeys by foot or bike

•	 Where people park

•	 Community’s ‘big ideas’ for the town centre

•	 Character of streets

Those activities provided the project team with a greater 
understanding of the way streets, facilities and open spaces 
are used by the community; how people travel around town, 
and which places are valued. 

Analysis of these maps is provided over the following 
pages.

3.2 Mapping the town

places that work well or need improving

Using coloured dots (green dots indicating locations that 
work well and orange for locations that need improving) the 
community were asked to map and express opinions on the 
qualities of the town. 

The majority of green dots were placed on Victoria Park 
highlighting it is valued as an asset by the community. 
With no other areas of open space within the town, the 
importance of Victoria Park should be recognised and built 
upon. 

The entry statement to the town which provides a focal point 
leading into Digby Terrace was also considered to work well. 
This reflects the community’s desire for increased amenity 
within the town.

There were certain locations the community felt could be 
improved. These revolved around traffic management 
issues with confusion resulting from many of the town’s 
intersections (particularly the Graves / Digby intersection 
and Digby / Frances intersction). other locations identified 
as areas that need improving are associated with parking 
throughout the town centre. 

The main hot spots requiring improvement were the old 
depot site, Graves Street and the off street car park on 
Taylor Street which reflects their quality and function, but 
also their potential for change and improvement.
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how long and where do people spend time in the town 
centre?

Using coloured dots (yellow dots indicating 0-30 min, pink 
indicating 30mins - 2hrs and blue dots indicating 2hrs+) the 
community were asked to map how long they spent at key 
locations within the town centre. 

The two locations where time is spent in the town centre 
are Graves Street and Woolworths. The duration of visits 
to these locations is short, ranging from 0-30 minutes or 
from 30 minutes to 2 hours. This indicates that while the 
community values the mainstreet, the convenience of 
parking at Woolworths is drawing customers away from 

Graves Street. This highlights the potential to increase links 
and accessibility between these key destinations, in order to 
create a cohesive town centre.

A small number of community members considered Victoria 
Park a key location where they spend up to 2 hours. This 
highlights the potential of this key asset. 

The majority of blue dots, indicate where more than 2 hours 
is spent in a particular location. These were typically placed 
on community member’s places of work. This illustrates 
that few people spend longer than 2 hours in Kadina, again 
providing opportunities for the town centre study.
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most frequent journeys by foot or bike

This map provided participants with the opportunity to plot 
their primary journeys within the town by foot or bicycle. 

By analysing the feedback, highly frequented paths were 
identified, establishing where the cycle and footpath 
networks throughout Kadina and the town centre are 
required.

The mapping reinforced that there were no defined cycling 
(red) or walking (blue) links and routes. 

Graves Street however, is seen as a main thoroughfare 
for people walking and cycling through town, suggesting 
an increased focus in ‘shared use’ streets could be 
considered.

The gentle topography of Kadina’s Town Centre means that 
it is very comfortable/easy to cycle, but despite this very few 
people used bikes as a regular mode of transport. 

For those who did, Frances Terrace proved to be a 
frequently used route suggesting there is an opportunity to 
create wide cycle path links that could connect residential 
areas to the town incorporating the old railway line to create 
a better  cycle / pedestrian network.

where do you typically park when you visit the kadina 
town Centre?

When asked where do people typically park when visiting 
the town centre, 37% of respondents placed dots indicating 
they parked in on-street car parks. A further 34% said they 
parked in off-street car parks such as Woolworths and 12% 
stated that they used private staff car parks provided by 
individual retailers. 

The lack of amenity in the streets and the poor conditions of 
the footpaths was again reflected in the fact that only 6% of 
people parked on the edge of town and walk in.

There is a great opportunity to upgrade pedestrian and 
cycle connections into and out of town to alleviate some 
traffic issues within the town centre and reverse the car 
dominant culture of Kadina.
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streetscapes.

A series of images were presented to the community 
to gather feedback regarding their vision for the Kadina 
Town Centre streetscapes of the future. The images were 
categorised into ‘traditional streetscapes’ such as what 
exist in Kadina now; and streetscapes that are ‘moving 
beyond the norm’ incorporating roll over kerbs, water 
sensitive urban design (WSUD) and bump spaces for 
social interactions. The final category images demonstrated 
streets that ‘push the boundaries’ illustrating completely 
shared use zones with no kerbs defining vehicular or 
pedestrian zones.

Community members indicated they were in favour of 
streetscapes that were ‘moving beyond the norm’ (57%). 
The images within this category depicted streets that would 
create a more active, friendly, exciting, attractive, functional 
and accessible Kadina Town Centre. This reinforces the 
finding of the consultation and survey results and provides a 
visual description of how the community would like the town 
centre to be in the future. 

The traditional streetscape represented 33% of dots placed 
on the images. The selected images all depicted shady 
streets with treed avenues highlighting the community’s 
desire for natural shade and landscaping within the town’s 
streets.

10% of people indicated that they favoured streetscapes 
categorised as ‘pushing the boundaries’. While the 
community are looking to progress the town centre to 
become more vibrant and functional with an increased 
ability to facilitate social interactions, it is also evident that 
the existing local town character is still desired and should 
not be ignored.
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Character and Culture

The physical character and culture of Kadina Town Centre 
was explored through several questions that asked the 
community to consider the town centre in humanistic terms 
to paint a picture of how the town centre is perceived now 
and what people desire it to become. This provided a rich 
description of the Town’s personality. 

The Kadina Town Centre today was depicted as tired, run 
down and out of ideas. This reinforces the need to revitalise 
the urban realm and provides a clear direction for the 
Town’s future. 

looking forward, the strongest desired characteristics 
for Kadina’s Town Centre included a need to be vibrant, 
enterprising, active, friendly and have an outgoing nature 
and accommodate change.

These questions help to provide directions for actions and 
strategies within the framework.

what you said

personality now:

personality in the future:

“Bland and boring”

“Confident with a clear purpose”

“Elderly lady with a limited wardrobe”

“Split personality, one side busy and other side 
not so busy “

“Someone who everyone wants to hang out with”

“Have panache”

“Geek after the make over”
“Vibrant”

3.3 planning for the future



Community ‘big iDeas’ for the town Centre

During the drop-in sessions community members were 
asked to share their one big idea for Kadina. A lot of these 
responses were based around improving amenity, better 
footpaths, seating, shade, etc. Some people also wanted to 
see new facilities such as a swimming pool and additional 
public toilets. 

A common big idea was more places to eat in the main 
street with outdoor dining. There were a lot of comments 
around improving traffic management, such as parking 
allocation, two way streets and addressing intersection 
confusion. Generally people are interested in seeing new 
spaces created for social interaction.

The big ideas poster was a fun way to start community 
members thinking about what would really benefit the town 
centre. By recording their comments it allows the project 
team the opportunity to deliver certain ‘big ideas’ through 
the development of the framework.

Community ‘big ideas’ include:

“Improving amenity - seating and tables, shade, 
toilets at western end of town, better footpaths, 

better connections”

“Greening of the town - plant trees for shade”

“Slow down traffic - roundabouts, create a mall, make one way streets 
one lane only, improve safety” 

“New facilities - new playspace, swimming pool, car 

parking area at depot site, skate park in Victoria Park” 

“Create - gathering space near Ascot Theatre, market in 
Graves Street, plant jacaranda trees and have a Jacaranda 
Festival”

“Provide free wi-fi in the main street, extend trading hours on weekends, 
smoke free zone in town centre” 
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The analysis of the qualitative and quantitative community 
engagement through the planning for real process has 
resulted in the following summary of key issues and 
opportunities, as identified by the community of Kadina:

issues:

•	 Dominance of cars in the town

•	 Parking

•	 Traffic Speed

•	 Configuration of roads

•	 Safety 

•	 Difficult/unsafe intersections 

•	 Poor connections 

•	 lack of amenity (no natural shade, no seating, no 
gathering spaces)

•	 Accessibility (poor footpaths and pram ramps) 

•	 Destination shopping-tendency to drive and park rather 
than walk between shops 

•	 localised flooding 

•	 Fragmentation of the Town Centre 

opportunities:

•	 Improve amenity so people walk within the Town Centre 

•	 Provide natural shade, better footpaths, safe road 
crossings, seating , gathering spaces etc to encourage 
park and walk 

•	 Provide long term parking for staff on edge of Town 
Centre

•	 Reconfigure how traffic moves throughout the Town 
Centre to reduce its impact (eg road dieting-link and 
Place)

•	 Improve the experience so that people spend more 
time in the Town Centre 

•	 Connect spaces and places

•	 Use water sensitive design to better manage 
stormwater and capture and reuse water for irrigation

•	 Focus on consolidating existing Town Centre 

•	 Increase trees and landscaping within the town centre

3.4 summary of planning for real Consultation
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 “Community development is intregral to place making,   

engaging residents by building a strong, distinctive       

identity, providing a safe and secure environment and      

involving communities in developing their locality”          
NEil MciNroy, creating Better Places, 2011



introduction

An online survey was undertaken to provide detailed 
information on the way the community regarded Kadina 
as a town, as well as providing valuable insight into the 
challenges and opportunities for the town centre. 

It is important to note that this survey was focused towards 
the public space and streets and the opportunities that exist 
in relation to the future planning of streets and community 
places within the Kadina town centre. It is within these areas 
that the Town Centre Study will have the greatest potential to 
influence future outcomes for the town. 

key survey themes

The analysis of the survey responses is provided over the 
following pages under the themes of:

•	 Town Functionality and Facilities

•	 Getting Around Kadina

•	 Kadina Town Centre’s Future

•	 Town Centre Visitation

3.5 Community survey
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3.6 survey outcomes

What do you think works well now in the Kadina Town 
Centre?

Footpath Condition

Variety of Shops

Country Character

Dedicated Staff Parks

Vegetated Protrubrances

Main Street (Shops Located Centrally and parking close to 

One way street

Graves Street Amenity (shade)

Victoria Park

Seperate shopping vacinities

What do you think works well now in the Kadina Town 
Centre?

Footpath Condition

Variety of Shops

Country Character

Dedicated Staff Parks

Vegetated Protrubrances

Main Street (Shops Located Centrally and parking close to 

One way street

Graves Street Amenity (shade)

Victoria Park

Seperate shopping vacinities

What do you think needs improving in the Kadina Town 
Centre?

Traffic Issues (Road Directions, speed, intersections and Parking)

Footpaths (surface and kerbs)

Streetscapes (amenity and appearance)

Roads (Surface)

Connectivity

Shop Variety

Outside Dining and Restaurants

Public Toilet Numbers

What do you think needs improving in the Kadina Town 
Centre?

Traffic Issues (Road Directions, speed, intersections and Parking)

Footpaths (surface and kerbs)

Streetscapes (amenity and appearance)

Roads (Surface)

Connectivity

Shop Variety

Outside Dining and Restaurants

Public Toilet Numbers

What do you think works well now in the Kadina Town 
centre?

What do you think needs improving in the Kadina Town 
centre?

5% - Footpath Condition

12% - Variety of Shops

10% - Country Character

2% - Dedicated Staff Parks

5% - Vegetated Protrubrances

34% - Main Street (Shop locations and parking close to shops)

20% - one way street

2% - Graves Street Amenity (shade)

8% - Victoria Park

2% - Separate shopping vicinities

  2%       12%          10%
   2%
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2%
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%     

34%
 

    
   

   
3%
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       5%  

             5%
 

         
  

 

 

 

 3%      

 
 

 
 

 
   

   
   

   
2%

 

            34%            
      

34% - Traffic Issues (Road directions, 
           speed, intersections and parking)

16% - Footpaths (surface and kerbs)

32% - Streetscapes (amenity and 
           appearance)

3% - Roads (Surface)

2% - Connectivity

2% - Shop Variety

8% - outside Dining and Restaurants

3% - Public Toilet Numbers    32%
                                1

6%

town Functionality and Facilities 

easy access provided by ‘out the front’ parking at shops 
within the town centre was considered to work well by 
survey respondents. This view is both a challenge and an 
opportunity. The ability to park directly out the front of a 
particular shop, while seen to work well by the community, 
can have negative effects on traffic, streetscapes and 
pedestrian amenity. 

This was highlighted by respondents who commonly 
identified traffic issues including parking, vehicle speed 
and road intersections as important. Issues surrounding 
the streetscapes included amenity, access, function and 
appearance. 

These issues directly relate to the car dominated nature 
within the town centre. 

The close proximity of the shops was seen as a benefit, 
reinforcing the need to upgrade pedestrian facilities and 
amenity in the town centre streets to encourage walking 
and cycling. It also strengthens the argument to consolidate 
the retail and commercial sectors of the Town and avoid 
fragmentation of shopping precincts.

Streetscape upgrades could provide a catalyst for the 
resolution of some of the traffic issues around parking, 
speed and confusion around intersections. By supporting 
the opportunity for gathering in the town centre, streets 
could provide amenity for pedestrians creating a safe and 
comfortable experience that encourages more members of 
the community to walk or cycle to or within the town centre. 

Victoria Park was considered to work well by many 
respondents and while no respondents mentioned it needs 
improving there is a clear opportunity to build upon such an 
under utilised asset. 

With increased amenity, facilities and connection within 
the town centre, Victoria Park has the potential to increase 
visitation to the town centre and encourage visitors and 
locals to stay longer. 

The variety of shops in the town centre was considered to 
work well by the community, but it was also noted that there 
was the need for improvement in the number of restaurants 
and cafes with on-street dining. 

The desire for additional on-street dining highlights the 
communities aspiration for areas of social activation in 
the town centre this suggests that a balance needs to be 
acheived between vehiclular and parking demands and 
the need for a high quality public realm and pedestrian 
activation.
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town Centre visitation

With parking in the town centre a contentious issue for 
some community members, the survey sought quantitative 
data on when, how often, why and for how long community 
members were visiting the town centre and how they usually 
travelled to the town centre. 

With the majority of people travelling by car (89%) it 
highlights the regional status of the town, but also the 
community’s dependance on the car and the resulting 
need for parking. The issues around parking are further 
compounded as the survey results show that the majority of 
people visit the town daily (66%) further increasing demand 
particularly during the morning or in the afternoon. 

During the peak times parking is an issue but, as witnessed 
during the consultants community consultation demand for 
parking in the town centre drops significantly outside these 
times. A flexible town centre that can accommodate peak 
parking demands while catering for increased pedestrian 
and cyclist activity is required as designing for only peak 
flows will add to the empty, inactive and uninteresting feel of 
the town centre.

Typically when do you visit the Kadina Town centre?
Typically when do you visit the Kadina town centre?

Morning on a weekday

Afternoon on a weekday

Evening on a weekday

Morning on a weekend

Afternoon on a weekend

Evening on a weekend

   44%  

          2%
      

 
 

 

    49%                  
    

    
   

   
     

   
   

 5
%

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
   

Typically when do you visit the Kadina town centre?

Morning on a weekday

Afternoon on a weekday

Evening on a weekday

Morning on a weekend

Afternoon on a weekend

Evening on a weekend

49% - Morning on a weekday

44% - Afternoon on a weekday

2% -   evening on a weekday

5% -   Morning on a weekend

0% -   Afternoon on a weekend

0% -   evening on a weekend

What is your main reason for visiting the Kadina Town 
centre?

What is your main reason for visiting the Kadina Town 
Centre?

Shopping/services

Work

Socialaising/Entertainment

Sport/Recreation

63% - Shopping /
           services

20% - Work

13% - Socialaising /
          entertainment

4% -   Sport /
          Recreation

What is your main reason for visiting the Kadina Town 
Centre?

Shopping/services

Work

Socialaising/Entertainment

Sport/Recreation

4%    

 

 
 

 
 

 

   
   

 
 

  1
3%

   20%
   

   
63

%
   

How often do you visit the Kadina Town centre?
How often do you visit the Kadina town centre?

Daily

Weekly

Fortnightly

   

33%
 

  

 

    66%
                                     

    
   

1%
   

   
   

   
   

   
   

  

66% - Daily

33% - Weekly

1% -   Fortnightly

How often do you visit the Kadina town centre?

Daily

Weekly

Fortnightly

As most people drive into the town centre for the purpose 
of shopping (63%) the survey responses indicated that half 
an hour to 2 hours (67%) is the typical duration for a visit. 
This was reconfirmed with the survey that showed 63% of 
the community was happy with the 2 hour limit in the town 
centre. In contrast, only 23% of respondents stayed for 
more than 2 hours. 
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on average, how long do you stay in the Kadina Town centre 
when you visit?

On average, how long do you stay in the Kadina Town 
Centre when you visit?

0 to half an hour

half an hour to 2 hours

more than 2 hours10% - 0 to half an 
           hour

67% - half an hour 
           to 2 hours

23% - more than 2 
          hours

On average, how long do you stay in the Kadina Town 
Centre when you visit?

0 to half an hour

half an hour to 2 hours

more than 2 hours

     

      23%
       

 

 
 

 

 
67

%

     
     

  1
0%

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
   

  

What do you think about the existing 2 hour parking limit that 
currently operates in the Kadina Town centre?

What do you think about the existing 2 hour parking 
limit that currently operates in the Kadina Town 
Centre?

2 hour parking limit is enough time

2 hours is not enough

63% - 2 hour parking limit 
           is enough time

37% - 2 hours is not 
          enough
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What three words best describe what you would like the 
Kadina Town centre to be in the future?

What three words best decribe what you would like the 
Kadina Town Centre to be in the future?

friendly/inviting/safe

vibrant/buzzing/exciting/active/thriving

green/shady

fresh/modern

clean/attractive

functional/accessible

22% - Friendly/inviting/safe

26% - Vibrant/buzzing/exciting/
           active/thriving

10% - Green/shady

6% -   Fresh/modern

16% - Clean/attractive

20% - Functional/accessible
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kadina town Centre’s Future

Friendly, inviting and safe were common attributes that 
community members would like to see in the Kadina town 
centre of the future. This reinforces the community attitude 
towards recognition of their role as a service town for the 
Peninsula with high numbers of holiday makers relying on 
the services provided within the town centre. 

Functional and accessible (20%) and green and shady 
(10%) further highlights the communities desire for 
upgrades to streetscapes and consideration of traffic 
management issues. 

The community sees the Kadina town centre of the future 
as a place that not only attracts new visitors but offers a 
vibrant, buzzing, active and exciting (25%) location for 
people to socialise, shop, play and live.



How do you usually travel to the Kadina Town centre?

How do you usually travel to the Kadina town centre?

Walk

Ride a bike

Drive a car

11% - Walk

0% -   Ride a bike

89% - Drive a car
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getting around kadina 

A number of factors reduce people’s ability and motivation 
to walk or cycle in Kadina, including: 

•	 lack of shade

•	 The low quality paths and connections

•	 The dominance of vehicular traffic along the main 
streets of the town centre

•	 Vehicular speed limits and driver behaviour

•	 Provision of car parking areas

These conditions have resulted in a car dependent culture, 
to the extent that even when in the town centre, many 
people choose to use the car to drive between facilities and 
destinations.

By reducing the foot traffic and activation of the street 
by pedestrians the sense of community and incidental 
opportunities for people to engage and interact with one 
another is reduced.

This is highlighted by only a small percentage of community 
members walking to the town centre, none cycling in 
and 89% driving in. Although, the regional function of the 
town centre may account for a high percentage of people 
travelling to Kadina by car, more can be done to encourage 
walking in the centre

There is great potential to change the car dominant culture 
and promote walking and cycling as a means of getting 
around town. Kadina’s gentle topography and wide 
roadways form a perfect foundation for the establishment of 
a better cycle and footpath network linking key places.

other features identified by the community to encourage 
this cultural change include increased shade tree planting, 
identified shared use paths, seating, places to lock up bikes 
and safe crossing areas and kerb ramps.

To encourage more people to walk or cycle to & throughout 
the Kadina Town centre, how important are the following?

To encourage more people to walk or cycle to and 
throughout the Kadina Town Centre how important are 
the following:

Shade

Very Important

Somewhat Important

Not Important
Better footpaths

Places to lock up bikes

Dedicated road crossings 
and pram ramps for 
cyclists and pedestrians

Seating

Identified shared paths for 
walking and cycling

Trees/landscaping

Public art

77% - Dedicated road crossings and 
pram ramps
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throughout the Kadina Town Centre how important are 
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Somewhat Important

Not Important
Better footpaths

Places to lock up bikes

Dedicated road crossings 
and pram ramps for 
cyclists and pedestrians

Seating

Identified shared paths for 
walking and cycling

Trees/landscaping

Public art

52% - Places to lock up bikes
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Somewhat Important
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Better footpaths

Places to lock up bikes

Dedicated road crossings 
and pram ramps for 
cyclists and pedestrians

Seating

Identified shared paths for 
walking and cycling

Trees/landscaping

Public art

75% - Seating

To encourage more people to walk or cycle to and 
throughout the Kadina Town Centre how important are 
the following:

Shade

Very Important

Somewhat Important

Not Important
Better footpaths

Places to lock up bikes

Dedicated road crossings 
and pram ramps for 
cyclists and pedestrians

Seating

Identified shared paths for 
walking and cycling

Trees/landscaping

Public art

48% - Identified shared paths for 
walking and cycling

To encourage more people to walk or cycle to and 
throughout the Kadina Town Centre how important are 
the following:

Shade

Very Important

Somewhat Important

Not Important
Better footpaths

Places to lock up bikes

Dedicated road crossings 
and pram ramps for 
cyclists and pedestrians

Seating

Identified shared paths for 
walking and cycling

Trees/landscaping

Public art

81% - Shade

To encourage more people to walk or cycle to and 
throughout the Kadina Town Centre how important are 
the following:

Shade

Very Important

Somewhat Important

Not Important
Better footpaths

Places to lock up bikes

Dedicated road crossings 
and pram ramps for 
cyclists and pedestrians

Seating

Identified shared paths for 
walking and cycling

Trees/landscaping

Public art

69% - Trees/landscaping

To encourage more people to walk or cycle to and 
throughout the Kadina Town Centre how important are 
the following:

Shade

Very Important

Somewhat Important

Not Important
Better footpaths

Places to lock up bikes

Dedicated road crossings 
and pram ramps for 
cyclists and pedestrians

Seating

Identified shared paths for 
walking and cycling

Trees/landscaping

Public art

75% - Better footpaths

To encourage more people to walk or cycle to and 
throughout the Kadina Town Centre how important are 
the following:

Shade

Very Important

Somewhat Important

Not Important
Better footpaths

Places to lock up bikes

Dedicated road crossings 
and pram ramps for 
cyclists and pedestrians

Seating

Identified shared paths for 
walking and cycling

Trees/landscaping

Public art
27% - Public art

To encourage more people to walk or cycle to and 
throughout the Kadina Town Centre how important are 
the following:

Shade

Very Important

Somewhat Important

Not Important
Better footpaths

Places to lock up bikes

Dedicated road crossings 
and pram ramps for 
cyclists and pedestrians

Seating

Identified shared paths for 
walking and cycling

Trees/landscaping

Public art

Very Important

Important

Not Important21

Finally, the Kadina Town Centre Facebook page also 
allowed community members to provide comment. This 
helped the discussion and debate to continue further 
guiding the Kadina Town Centre Study. Such a platform has 
allowed the project team to post images, information, facts 
and figures on different topics to encourage the continued 
interest in the development of the project.

The Kadina Facebook page has been a useful tool to allow 
the project team a further insight into the communities 
continued thought process that would otherwise be 
unattainable. 

With 111 likes, the page continues to be home to healthy 
community debate and discussion around issues such 
as; the aging population, parking limitations, longer term 
visions, shared use streets and footpath conditions. It offers 
an arena for honest feedback providing an opportunity for 
the project team to gauge certain directions the community 
are considering.

3.7 social Media
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 “If the public open space is the most visible indicator     

of the health and vitality of our cities and by the same        

token the health our communities, then the future planning       

and delivery of quality open space is critical”                                                                  
Warwick Keates(2011)
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4.0  
site AnAlYsis



A detailed site analysis of the town was undertaken by the 
project team   to gain an understanding of the physical 
aspects of the town and the character and function of 
streets and open spaces throughout the town. 

looking at the town holistically, this analysis resulted in the 
following topics:

•	 Connections

•	 existing road network

•	 parking

•	 viewscapes and vistas

•	 active Frontages

•	 amenities and landscape

•	 existing land use and Character

•	 environment and micro Climate

•	 existing walking and Cycling

4.1 site Analysis
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4.2 Parking

Findings

On Street Parking 

Off Street Parking (all day)

Extent of 2 Hours Parking Areas (Including 15 min zone)

3 Minute Walking Distance (300m)

Centre of Town (for walking distance calculations)

• Significant 2hr on-street parking (approximately 395 parking spaces)

• Numerous areas with parks within 3 minutes/ 300m distance (approxi-
mately 637 on-street parking spaces and 636 off-street parking spaces)

• Need to link and provide access to parking areas (increase amenity)

• Staff usage of parking spaces in the town centre reduces the availability 
of space for customers

• Car parking was cited as being significantly under-supplied, and that 
visitors to the shops desired a parking space directly in front of their 
destination

• Significant numbers of free spaces in nearby streets (approximately 3 
minutes walking). These spaces were not time limited and parking was 
available all day

• The angle parking (on the left of the road) was utilised more than the 
parallel parking (on the right side of the road)

Note: 

Parallel parking is more difficult to manoeuvre into when it is located on the 
right side of the road, and some motorists may therefore choose not to park in 
these spaces

636 on street parks
637 off street parks       

Legend

}

+

20,000m2 (Vic Square) 
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4.3 Connections

Findings

Primary Connections

Secondary Connections (Poor Quality)

Weak Links and Poor Pedestrian Crossing   
Barriers 

Confusing Connections 

1. Strong links across blocks within town 

2. Confused and disconnected access to the southern edge of town 

3. Limited sense of arrival 

4. Weak pedestrian link to school 

5. Poor connection to Victoria Park

6. Confusing intersection - limits access to Victoria Park

7. Set back and lack of trees limits pedestrian link

8. Limited footpath connections within Victoria Park 

9. Road corridor creating pedestrian barrier

10. Pedestrian links to residential areas  

Legend

X
?
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4.4 Existing Road Network

Findings

One Way Streets

Two Way Streets

50km Traffic Speed  
Hazardous Intersections 

Large Vehicle Movements

• Road reserves approximately 20 metres wide, consisting of a 13 metre wide roadway 
and a footpath on each side

• Narrow laneways run east-west between these roads

• The road network is a grid system which facilitates a high level of permeability

• Graves Street and Taylor Street form a one-way loop system comprising two, one-way 
lanes with 45 degree angle parking on one side and parallel parking on the other

• Two-lane access with one way system was seen to be confusing with some motorists 
changing lanes abruptly when making turns at junctions

• Traffic speeds moderate in the town centre during busy times however, the occasional 
vehicles travel too fast given the high volumes of pedestrians in the area

• Motorist speed increased after shops closed and the streets were less busy due to 
road width and lack of traffic calming measures

• Intersection of Frances Terrace and Digby Street highlighted as a hazardous location

• Intersection of Graves Street and Digby Street highlighted as a hazardous location

• Large vehicle access along Frances Terrace require access for petrol tankers 

• Conflict caused at Digby Street from Woolworths loading dock and semi trailer 
encroaching onto street during delivery

• Give-way lines set-back from intersections resulting in restricted sight distance to 
oncoming traffic

Legend

X
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4.5 Viewscapes and Vistas

Findings

Viewpoints

Major View Corridors

Secondary Views

Glimpsed Views

Landmarks 

Landscape Backdrops to Views

1. Defined view corridor through town centre with viewpoints at intersections helping 
legibility and visual connections throughout the town

2. Numerous landmark buildings (Town Hall, Coach Building, Wombat Hotel, Ascot 
Theatre and Victoria Park)

3. Tree stands providing landscape backdrop to town centre 

4. Glimpsed view into town - opportunity to increase visual connections (particularly 
from highway)  

Legend

*
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6 4.6 Existing Land Use and Character

Findings

Retail and Commercial

Residential  

Civic Purpose

Educational and Recreation

Open Space

Road Reserve

Car Park

Underdeveloped Land

1. Strongly defined commercial centre

2. Good open space provision, however, disconnected from town 

3. Disconnected retail development area (fragmented) 

4. Key development site (old depot site)

5. Consider land use function of Francis Terrace (commercial, parking, access, public realm)

6. Strengthen connection between town, education and recreation precinct 

7. Potential of road reserve as a gateway connector

8. Lane ways important land use buffer within town centre (segmented land use)

Legend



4.6 Existing Land Use and Character

Findings

Retail and Commercial

Residential  

Civic Purpose

Educational and Recreation

Open Space

Road Reserve

Car Park

Underdeveloped Land

1. Strongly defined commercial centre

2. Good open space provision, however, disconnected from town 

3. Disconnected retail development area (fragmented) 

4. Key development site (old depot site)

5. Consider land use function of Francis Terrace (commercial, parking, access, public realm)

6. Strengthen connection between town, education and recreation precinct 

7. Potential of road reserve as a gateway connector

8. Lane ways important land use buffer within town centre (segmented land use)

Legend
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4.7 Amenities and Landscape

Findings

Trees Bins

Tree Groups

Seating (permanent) 

Bike Racks/ Parks

Seating (temporary)

Outdoor Dinning areas 

Playground

Toilets 

• Little or no tree planting in town centre 

• Limited seating (temporary - removed at night) 

• Poor bicycle facilities (racks, paths)

• Small scattered outdoor dinning areas 

• Limited rubbish bins (except for Victoria Park) 

• Major tree groups to edge of town 

• Playground separated from town (connections required) 

• Limited provision of toilets in town centre 

• Small landscape areas providing some amenity 

Legend



4.7 Amenities and Landscape

Findings

Trees Bins

Tree Groups

Seating (permanent) 

Bike Racks/ Parks

Seating (temporary)

Outdoor Dinning areas 

Playground

Toilets 

• Little or no tree planting in town centre 

• Limited seating (temporary - removed at night) 

• Poor bicycle facilities (racks, paths)

• Small scattered outdoor dinning areas 

• Limited rubbish bins (except for Victoria Park) 

• Major tree groups to edge of town 

• Playground separated from town (connections required) 

• Limited provision of toilets in town centre 

• Small landscape areas providing some amenity 

Legend
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4.8 Environment and Micro Climate

Findings

Sun Aspect

Verandah (shade)

Natural Shade 

Drainage Runs (overland) local flooding

Storm water Underground

Flooding

Legend

• Verandah shelter along Graves Street creates good pedestrian amenity

• No natural shade in street

• Issues relating to storm water runoff and management
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4.9 Active Frontages

Findings

Active Shop Fronts/ Windows

Inactive Frontages/ Blank Facades  
Setback Activity  
Places of Local  Heritage Value

1. Active frontages to centre of town 

2. Fragmented frontages along Taylor Street 

3. Inactive entrance to the town 

4. Inactive lane ways with no shop frontages

5. Building setback limits activity

6. Opportunity to increase setting and activation to side streets

Legend

*
Existing State Heritage Places   
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4.10 Existing Walking and Cycling

Findings

Poor Footpath Conditions

Exposed Footpath Connections

Existing Shared Path Network

• Poor footpath conditions including:

- Long crossing distances for pedestrians at intersections and junctions

- Steep ramps and difficult accessibility

- No shade or shelter provided

- Very few seats provided for rest

- Seasonal flooding

- Cluttered with sandwich boards, shop displays, verandah post and bins

• The path along Port Road, George Street and Drain Road provides  
bitumen cycle access within the footpath area meeting some recreational 
and transport needs

• The path in Goyder Street and Doswell Street comprises shared path 
signage along a footpath on one side of the road providing awareness 
that cyclists use the footpath, the route is narrow in places and safe road 
crossings are not provided

• There is no assisting infrastructure at road crossings, or directional / 
destination signage associated with the shared paths or access routes 
(bike parks, drinking fountains)

• The use of existing footpaths as ‘shared paths’ may be appropriate in 
some locations, but can represent a safety issue at driveways and road 
junctions where cyclists are not always visible to motorists

Legend
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5.0  
plAnning 
direCtions



In response to analysis, consultation and issues evaluation, 
a set of planning principles have been developed in order to 
guide the future design, development and investment in the 
town centre. These principles set a framework for change 
and renewal within the Town Centre of Kadina.

These principles aim to amplify the character and values 
associated with the town centre as well as guide the 
approach to future planning decisions. The principles focus 
on the following:

•	 Connect

•	 Create

•	 Consolidate

•	 Compromise

•	 Celebrate

5.1 planning principles
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ConneCt
Create

CONSOLIDATE
COMPROMISE

CELEBRATE
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CONSOLIDATE

Connect

to connect, link, join, unite the 
town centre.
For the Kadina town centre, Connect is about making sure 
that spaces and places are linked and connected to each 
other so that the fabric of the Town is strengthened. These 
connections are not only needed within the town centre 
such as between Victoria Park and the main shopping area, 
from Target through to Taylor Street and one end of Graves 
Street to the other, but also better linking the town centre to 
surrounding residential areas. 

Create

to create new solutions to make or bring 
into existence new ideas for the town centre.

For the town centre, Create is about introducing new 
approaches to traffic management, car parking and urban 
design providing the amenity that will mean people will want 
to spend more time in the town centre.

Thinking about traffic and car parking differently, means 
there is the potential to go on a ‘road diet’ (reducing vehicle 
dominance) and provide increased safety, give back 
spaces which will provide places for shade trees, create 
opportunities for people to meet and gather and bring 
increased activity and vibrancy to the town centre. 

Consolidate

To consolidate means bring together, 
strengthen or make firm the town 
centre. 

Consolidate is about focussing on the existing area that 
is currently delineated as the town centre and enhancing 
and strengthening what already exists.  one of the key 
strengths of the town centre is its compact and convenient 
nature.  There is opportunity to improve connections where 
separation currently exists such as between Victoria Park 
and the rest of town centre, and Target to Graves Street.  

Consolidation is about continuing to concentrate 
commercial and retail activities in the town centre to prevent 
fragmentation of the centre and maximise its vibrancy and 
vitality as well as resilience in the future

Compromise

To compromise requires reaching a 
balance of give and take. 
For the Kadina Town Centre, Compromise is about 
recognising that by giving a little, something more can 
be gained.  For example, by providing long term parking 
on the edge of the town centre car parks can be used to 
build amenity and increased function for pedestrians. By 
implementing different approaches to car parking can help 
deliver better amenity and increased activation of the streets 
as places for people.

Compromise also needs to consider vehicle speeds and 
pedestrian safety. A potential reduction in speeds through 
the town centre to 30kph would offer significant increases 
in pedestrian safety as well as increase activation through 
shade use areas within the town centre.

Celebrate 

To celebrate is to mark or 
recognise the significance of 
the town centre. 

Celebrate is about recognising the important role streets 
play as places for people and activate them as places 
where the community can meet, congregate, watch, 
interact, shop, relax, eat and do business.  It is also about 
amplifying and reflecting the existing character and culture 
of the town within the streets.
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The following pages represent a series of structure plans for 
the Kadina Town Centre that considers how development 
of the public realm, traffic management solutions and 
connections within the Town could occur in order to create 
an integrated urban design response that meets the needs 
and demands of the town over the next 10-20 years. 

The structure plans aim to reflect the intent of planning 
principles and provide a broad direction for future urban 
design responses and development. 

The Kadina Town Centre Study has identified a number of 
key issues and opportunities that need to be addressed 
through future development of the town. The structure 
plans have focused on five planning zones for the town that 
include:

1. kadina entrances

2. increasing Facilities

3. gateway and wider links

4. town Centre 

5. main street Connections.

The following mapping demonstrates the potential of 
each planning zone, as well as objectives and anticipated 
requirements necessary to achieve improvements to the 
Kadina Town Centre. 

These structure plans aim to deliver on the following 
objectives:
•	 Improve quality and function of open space and public 

realm within Kadina town centre

•	 Provide traffic management solutions that create 
parking opportunities, reduce traffic speed, increase 
traffic flows and deliver legibility at intersections

•	 establish recognised pedestrian and cycle path links 
that increase access

•	 Develop better connections into and out of town

•	 establish a vibrant town heart centred around the 
existing retail sector of Graves Street.

•	 Achieve sustainable development in relation to the 
existing character of the Town and the need to preserve 
a compact town centre avoiding fragmentation

•	 Identify longer term opportunities for community 
infrastructure in terms of open space, public gathering 
spaces, pedestrian and cycle networks, community 
facilities, and sustainable urban landscapes.

•	 Find a balance within the streets between pedestrians, 
cyclists and motorists, creating streets that are vibrant, 
social spaces and present streets for people.

5.2 structure plans
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 “Community public space is important as it can        

serve as a useful,local, everyday resource;               

as a focus for community involvement and can assist       

in generating a localised sense of belonging”             
STUArT MacdoNAld, ‘Big Society’: Social Action and the role of Public Space 2011
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5.3 Town Centre Entrance

Suggested Actions

Major Entrance Link

Town Centre Linkages

Improved Connections

Kadina Town Entrance 

1. Improve sense of arrival to Kadina 

2. Improve pedestrian access to the town 

3. Improve and increase parking capacity to town entrance 

4. Support Woolworths expansion (increase access and parking) 

5. Reduce impact of flooding 

6. Increase amenity of the urban environment

7. Develop new design response for the Frances Street and Digby Street 
intersection

The Town Centre Entrance is critical in achieving a sense of arrival for the town as well as supporting the function and long term 
sustainability of the town centre. The existing location of Woolworths signifies the importance of the area as a regional town, 
however, the arrangement of car parking, road networks, reduced future development land and limited pedestrian activation 
impacts the potential of the zone to meet the objectives of the study. The actions for the zone seek to address the need to 
create an entrance that combines access, parking and development with high levels of amenity.

Legend
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5.4 Reinforcing The Town Centre

Suggested Actions

Strengthen Town Centre Connections

Reinforce Main Street Character  

Intersection modification to improve access

1. Strengthen links into and out of town

2. Create new places for congregation and social interactions

3. Review potential partial road closure for Digby (one way)

4. Reduce two-lane width of one-way streets to single lane only. Ensure that there is enough width mid-
block for a vehicle to pass another vehicle waiting to enter a parking space and reduce at intersections. 
This will reduce confusion experienced at junctions with motorists abruptly changing lanes to undertake 
turns.

5. Kerb build-outs at junctions will create a traffic calming effect and reduce traffic speeds. In addition, 
crossing distances for pedestrians will be shorter and DDA compliance may be easier to achieve  

• Reinforce town fabric

• Rebalance demand for space within streets between pedestrians and vehicles

• Increase provision of shade and amenity

• Apply link and place principles to streetscapes (see appendices)

• Increase presence of business (painting, window displays, appropriate signage, active street frontages)

• Remark one-way road pavement arrows that are faded attract motorists attention to the one-way 
system

• Relocate Give-Way holding lines to be closer to junctions – this will improve sight distance to oncoming 
traffic resulting in safer road crossings for vehicles (consideration for design of pedestrian crossing 
location is also required at these locations).

Legend

Reinforcing the compact nature of the town centre will play an important role in strengthening Kadina not only as a regional 
service centre, but also as a tourist destination. To help achieve this, a balance is required between the dominance of cars and 
the development of a pedestrian environment. By creating a more comfortable pedestrian environment it will encourage longer 
visitation within the town centre increasing trade for retailers and the community value of Kadina. 
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5.5 Increasing Facilities 

Suggested Actions

Improvements to Facilities and Open Space

Town Centre Links 

Playground Destination  *
1. Create addition parking (potential to provide approximately 100 

additional spaces on former depot site)

2. Create safe connections (shade, shelter, lighting) 

3. Potential for sheltered parking

4. Upgrade Victoria Park (landscapes, paths, seating, play value) 

5. Potential playground destination (tourism) 

6. Reduce flooding impacts 

7. Review parking opportunities 

Legend

A severe lack of street furniture and other community facilities throughout the town centre creates an uninviting pedestrian/
cyclist environment. Such an environment acts as a negative catalyst, increasing the number of people who chose to drive 
into and around the town centre. Increasing facilities not only throughout the town streets but in under-utilised areas such as 
Victoria Park (open space) and the old depot site (car parking) will create new levels of function and re-invigorate spaces.  This 
will help re-establish the Kadina Town Centre as a vibrant place enhancing the quality of community well-being and safety. 
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5.6 Main Street Connections

Suggested Actions

Strengthen Town Centre Connections

Reinforce Main Street Character  
Active Frontages & Outdoor Areas 

1. Create strong connections into and out of Town Centre

2. Increase commercial presence of businesses (active frontages, signage)  

3. Review traffic management along Graves Street

4. Create shared use - pedestrian mall (longer term)

• Progressively increase amenity with Town Centre

• Stronger focus on pedestrians - balance vehicles and people

Legend

Graves Street is recognised as the retail heart of the town centre with a variety of shops and convenient parking. Although 
the premier street, Graves Street is dominated by vehicles and lacks pedestrian friendly features, with cluttered footpaths, 
confusing crossing points, noncomplying uneven surfaces and a lack of consistency in ground surfaces and paving 
treatments. The town centre streets lack walkability due to limited shade and amenity for pedestrians. To create a greater 
balance between pedestrian, cyclists and vehicles a redesign of the town centres streets is vital. 
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5.7 Gateway and Wider Walking and Cycling Links

Suggested Actions

Possible Town Centre Loop

Existing Shared Path Network   
Kadina Gateway Precinct  
Future Shared Use Path 

Bike Park Locations

1. Increase landscape amenity - Town Gateway 

2. Facilitate framed views/connections into town 

3. Develop town centre loop network

4. Continue to develop and improve existing shared use network

5. Develop shared use path along old railway

6. Implement supporting cycling and walking infrastructure throughout the 
town, particularly along Graves, Taylor and the civic and educational 
buildings on Poswell Terrace.

Legend

Better walking and cycling links are required to support an active community. This approach is also aligned with Council’s 
Cycling and Walking Strategy. Upgrading existing walking and cycling connections and providing new links will play an 
important role in connecting the town centre to surrounding residential areas with benefits including a healthier community, 
increased access for the elderly and reduced traffic congestion in the town centre. In addition, connections to long distance 
cycling tracks to Wallaroo and Moonta provides potential tourism opportunities.
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The following projects bring together the intent of the 
planning principles and structure plans, illustrating a future 
vision for Kadina town centre. These action plans focus on 
delivering best practice outcomes which meets the needs 
of the community and through implementation, will turn the 
Kadina Town Centre into a liveable, connected, adaptive 
and resilient place. 

The issues and opportunities identified from the Planning for 
Real consultation process, site analysis and the subsequent 
structure plans for Kadina Town Centre have clearly 
identified critical issues and opportunities. 

In order to illustrate the potential of the Town, a number of 
key projects have been proposed that seek to address the 
issues and maximise these opportunities. Ultimately, the 
objective of the designs are to create successful public 
spaces that:

6.1 Action plan

•	 promote people’s health, happiness, and 
wellbeing 

•	 encourage business and organisations to 
develop, grow and flourish in the town centre 

•	 Celebrate the area’s unique identity, culture and 
history

•	 improve accessibility for both pedestrians and 
vehicles while increasing amenity 

•	 provide new levels of function and new facilities 
that enhance the social and environmental 
capacity of the town centre

the key projects include: 

•	 Graves Street

•	 Frances Street

•	 Victoria Park

•	 Digby Street

•	 laneways and alleyways
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existing one-way main streets

Graves Street and Taylor Street form a one-way system 
in the town centre, separated by one block. each street 
comprises the following attributes:

•	 A 13 metre wide roadway

•	 Two lanes of one-way traffic 

•	 Inset 45 degree angle parking on the left hand side

•	 Inset parallel parking on the right hand side

•	 Kerb build-outs at intersections to form inset parking 

•	 A footpath on each side

Consultation with Council staff and the community was 
undertaken to understand whether the operation of the one-
way street system was satisfactory or whether a two-way 
street system would be preferred.  All those interviewed 
thought the one-way system worked well in principle, 
but many noted that the two adjacent one-way lanes at 
intersections often caused confusion resulting in abrupt, 
potentially hazardous lane-swapping.  This behaviour was 
also observed during site observations.

A review of the street layout found that it does not currently 
comply with Australian Standards.  To comply, the angle 
parking would need to be converted to parallel parking, or 
the two lanes reduced to a single lane.  

Given this non-compliance, the streets were further 
reviewed to determine appropriate future options. 

The objectives for designing the street layout include:

•	 Traffic calming to assist pedestrian amenity and 
increase street vibrancy

•	 Improve road crossing amenity and safety for 
pedestrians 

•	 Maintain as many on-street car parks as possible 

•	 Reduce motorist confusion

Consideration was given to the potential of converting the 
one-way streets into two-way streets. 

The following assessment demonstrates the issues and 
opportunities associated with either one way or two way 
streets, these include:

one-way streets:

•	 Potentially provide a more pedestrian-friendly 
streetscape as pedestrians need only look in one 
direction when crossing the road. In addition, the 
roadway can be narrow, which reduced the crossing 
distance for pedestrians and increases the area for 
landscaping

•	 Reduce the number of turns at intersections, potentially 
a safer intersection

•	 enable angle parking and increased parking capacity

A two-way street system would:

•	 Reduce the number of parking spaces

•	 Increase conflict and traffic congestion with high 
turnover of car parking in both directions

•	 Increase access to businesses (but provide less 
parking at each business)

•	 Improve directness (eliminate indirect route to 
destination)

If Graves Street and Taylor Street were converted to two-
way, the angle parking would need to be removed and 
replaced with parallel parking. This would considerably 
reduce the number of on-street parking spaces. Given the 
community acceptance of the existing one-way system and 
the potential loss of car parks, the conversion to two-way 
has not been considered further.  

Instead two design options have been developed that 
maintain the one-way direction of travel, meet the urban 
design objectives and also comply with the Australian 
Standards.  

These design ideas are demonstrated on the following 
pages and represent new urban activation within the town. 
each option illustrates the potential for increased pedestrian 
access, amenity and potential public space, as well as 
considering how a shared use approach to one section of 
Graves Street (between Hallet and Goyder) could transform 
the town centre.

--
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1. Two lanes are reduced to one lane 

2. Road is narrowed at junctions with kerb build-outs and landscape areas

3. Give-way lines are moved closer to junction to improve sight distance

4. Kerb build-outs:

•	 Reduce slope of kerb ramps for DDA compliance and reduce crossing distances and increasing area for landscaping

•	 Increase landscape amenity and potential water sensitive urban design within street with street trees, landscaping, and seating

•	 Potential opportunity for increased social activation with outdoor dining opportunities

5. opportunity to explore the idea of removable infrastructure to create opportunities for social interactions and a vibrancy while 
allowing a flexibility for change - seating areas, containerised trees, movable artworks

6. Car parking arrangement revised, with parallel parking on the left side (to improve access and reduce impact of stormwater)

•	 Develop hierarchy and consistency of paving surfaces

•	 Reduce clutter and increase circulation along main street

•	 employ water sensitive urban design (WSUD) principles

•	 Traffic calming reduces speed environments to less than 30kmph

•	 Regrading required to footpath for DDA compliance

The  intent is to introduce changes to Graves and 
Taylor Street, helping to rebalance the priority given 
to the vehicles over pedestrians and showcase to the 
community and retailers the positive effects a streetscape 
upgrade would instigate. Paving upgrades, de-cluttering 
footpaths, street trees, safe pedestrian crossings, 
slower speed environments and exploring the idea of 
removable infrastructure to encourage social interactions 
are demonstrated in. This option is viewed as stage 1 for 
Graves and Taylor Street allowing Kadina to test ideas and 
planning principles from within this study and discuss, as a 
community, directions forward.

actions

3.5m5.2m4m3.8m3.5m

Footpath travel lane outdoor Dining / landscape
(on-street parking angular behind)

outdoor Dining / landscape
(on-street parallel parking behind)

Footpath
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      place making is not simply the procurement and       

  delivery of assets, but the creation of ideas, experiences  

  and culture within the City, with a value that far exceeds  

  the material worth of the works... 
WArWicK KEATES
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The Graves Street and Taylor Street upgrades aim to 
balance both pedestrian and vehicular function and at the 
same time aim to provide significant improvements to the 
amenity of the Town Centre.

The main focus of the upgrade is the reconfiguration of the 
Digby Street, Goyder Street and Hallett Street intersections.  
Currently, these areas are dominated by wide road corridors 
with little landscape opportunity and poor access for 
pedestrians.  In the future, kerb extensions will dramatically 
alter the profile of the street, increasing the public space 
while modifying vehicular access through the junction.  
These modifications are designed to reduce vehicle speeds 
and potential conflicts which is critical to the future vitality of 
the Town Centre.

The extension of the kerbs provides areas for tree planting, 
shrubs, paving and outdoor dining.  The modified kerbs 
also reduce the road crossing distances from 7 to 4 metres, 
significantly increasing safety while improving accessibility 
for less mobile members of the community. The landscaped 
areas also offer opportunities for stormwater collection and 
water-sensitive urban design solutions.

Another key feature of the Graves Street and Taylor Street 
upgrades is the modification of parking, particularly along 
Grave Street.  The parallel parking that currently exists to 
the left side of the street is often difficult for some people to 
negotiate and requires passengers to exit onto the road.  By 
swapping the parking arrangement to the right side greater 
safety can be established, allowing drivers to reverse 
parallel park on the right-hand side of the street.    

During the Planning for Real consultation process, it was 
demonstrated that each parking bay represented 13m2 of 
public space.  By redeveloping two or three bays as areas 
for seating or landscape, the amenity of the street can 
be increased.  The development of certain parking bays 
also offers safe mid-block crossing points for less mobile 
community members or people with prams.

The narrowing of the entrances and exits to the intersections 
and the introduction of landscaped protuberances has the 
potential to calm and reduce traffic speeds through the 
Town, creating a slow speed environment that promotes 
mainstreet activity and reduces potential vehicular/
pedestrian conflicts.
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1. Shared use space between Goyder Street and Hallet Street

2. Parallel parks located in shared use zone to allow loading and disabled access

3. Kerb build-outs:

•	 Reduce slope of kerb ramps for DDA compliance and reduce crossing distances and increasing area for landscaping

•	 Increase landscape amenity and potential water sensitive urban design within street with street trees, landscaping, and seating

4. Potential opportunity for increased social activation with outdoor dining opportunities

5. Increase landscape amenity within street with street trees, landscaping, and seating

6. Integrated drainage (removal of kerb and gutter) to either side of the road cross section

•	 Develop hierarchy and consistency of paving surfaces

•	 Reduce clutter and increase circulation along main street

•	 employ water sensitive urban design (WSUD) principles

•	 Traffic calming reduces speed environments to less than 30kmph

•	 Regrading required to footpath for DDA compliance

3m4m

14m

3m
integrated parking/

landscape/outdoor Dining/
public seating

integrated parking/
landscape/outdoor Dining/

public seating

travel lane

shared use Zone
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The shared use town centre or stage 2 of the Graves 
Street upgrade suggest the introduction of a shared use 
mall within the heart of the town centre, between Hallet 
and Goyder Streets. The intent of the shared use mall is to 
once again establish Kadina as not only the main service 
town within the copper triangle but to help create a new 
identity for the town drawing locals and tourist to visit and 
spend time. A shared use mall would cater for parking 
opportunities directly to the front of shops and encourage 
social interactions strengthening community pride in 
Kadina.

actions

shared use town Centre



 “Creating Better Places...promoting what makes a place           

   unique to evoke a sense of ownership and pride among local            

   residents through architecture, public art, amenities, and                       

   diversity of people and cultures”          
NEil MciNroy, creating Better Places, 2011
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As the upgrade of the mainstreets progress over the next 
few years, the potential to increase the public realm of 
Kadina will continue.  The development of landscaped 
and paved areas will increase the amenity and encourage 
activation.

As development and change continues in Kadina there is 
the opportunity to consider the creation of a shared-use 
zone along Graves Street between Goyder Street and 
Hallett Street.  The shared-use zone will result from the 
introduction of traffic calming measures over the next three 
to five years.  This change in focus will move the centre of 
Kadina from a space filled with ‘cars and parking’ to a place 
with ‘streets for people’.

A new continuous paved surface will allow unimpeded 
pedestrian access as well as flexible spaces for parking, 
seating, displays or market stalls.

Additional trees and seating areas will create high levels 
of amenity while the use of street furniture and paving 
treatments ensures that vehicular and pedestrian areas 
along the Graves Street shared-use zone are clearly 
marked.

Within the shared-use area some parking will be retained to 
cater for loading, short stay and disabled parking.  In this 
way, a degree of vehicular accessibility is retained while 
maximizing amenity and public space within the street.

The development of the shared-use town centre creates 
a unique opportunity for Kadina.  This section of the 
mainstreet will act as the heart of Kadina.  An active 
streetscape defined by a quality public realm, paving, street 
furniture and extensive tree planting and landscape areas.
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actions

1. limit turns out of Frances Terrace into Digby Street to improve safety at the intersection

2. establish an opening across the old rail line to enable increased entry and exit to the Frances 
Terrace Zone, as well as the rest of the town 

3. Maintain / improve access and circulation for petrol tankers

4. Increase car parking areas where possible (off-street and on-street), capitalising on 
Redevelopment of Railway Corridor

5. Provide an area for caravan and camper parking

6. Provide safe road crossings for pedestrians and cyclists using traffic calming methods

7. establish pedestrian link along Goyder Street connecting Graves Street with Frances Terrace 
and surrounding Residential areas

8. Provide greater connection to the town centre from residential areas

9. Develop a pedestrian and cycling shared use path link to wider network

10. Use of water sensitive urban design to mitigate flooding issues

11. Potential extension of Woolworths

12. Critical development opportunity (enabling greatest parking/access potential through re-
configuration). Potential collaboration between Council, Woolworths and local land owners

As discussed earlier the Kadina entrance Zone plays a crucial role in creating the town’s sense of arrival and as 
Kadina grows, represents a key location supporting the function of the town centre. Within the entrance zone a 
number of issues that need resolution and include:

•	 Need to accommodate Woolworth’s potential expansion

•	 Movement of petrol tankers and other large vehicles through the zone

•	 Connections into town from residential areas (pedestrian and vehicle)

•	 Car parking provision

•	 Pedestrian movement and legibility

•	 Flooding issues

By addressing the above issues Frances Terrace can become a well functioning multi-use space that helps 
address parking issues within the town centre, establish better pedestrian links and connections into the town 
centre, facilitates the movement of large vehicles and accommodate growth and above all create a sense of 
arrival for Kadina.

6.3 Frances terrace design option



6.6 laneways and Alleys
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The laneways are a unique feature of the Kadina Town 
Centre and offer opportunities for pedestrian access, 
amenity and mainstreet activation.  Typically the laneways 
and alleys are used as service corridors, linking yards and 
parking areas.

With simple design improvements, these important links 
could offer opportunities for shared-use zones and cycle-
ways, with low vehicle speed environments, tree planting 
and landscaped areas.

Changes in paving treatments, particularly to the entrances 
of the laneway, increase access and provide additional 
traffic calming measures.

longer term, the development of laneways has the potential 
to encourage greater pedestrian activation, which in turn 
could lead to the redevelopment of sheds and outbuildings 
as new low cost commercial and retail spaces.  This future 
redevelopment provides important opportunities for small 
businesses to grow and develop within the town which in 
turn supports the commercial vitality of the Town Centre.
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Throughout the Town Centre are a number of small spaces 
and alleys that have the potential to support activation of the 
mainstreets.

Alleys such as the area to the side of the Ascot Theatre 
represent an opportunity for place making activation where 
small scale interventions such as seating, tree planting 
and public art has the potential to enhance the quality and 
function of the streets.  These spaces can be developed as 
temporary interventions, demonstrating how spaces might 
change in the future as a result of the Kadina Town Centre 
Study recommendations.

The Ascot Theatre Alley could become a hangout space 
that supports the community functions of the building.  
Planters and climbers could increase the amenity while a 
book swap or pop-up reading room might reintroduce the 
previous function of the Ascot Theatre as the local library.
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actions

1. Install a partial road closure that allows for exit only from Digby Street in front of the Hotel

2. Improve pedestrian activation and access to Victoria Park, the Post office, the Hotel and 
surrounding shops and services

3. Upgrade to Victoria Park (paths, seating and playspace)

4. Kerb build-outs reduce slope of kerb ramps for DDA compliance and reduce crossing 
distances and increasing area for landscaping

5. Give-way lines are moved closer to junction to improve sight distance

6. Upgrade to pub beer garden (remove existing infrastructure and increase activation to the 
street)

7. Increase landscape amenity within street with street trees, landscaping, and seating

8. Develop hierarchy and consistency of paving surfaces

9. In addition to these changes, a parking assessment is recommended to provide additional 
short-term parking (15 minute) within close vicinity of the Post office

The intersection of Digby Street and Graves Street is an area of the town that contains the post office, entrance to 
Graves Street, Victoria Park and Royal exchange Hotel. The arrangement of buildings, activities and open space 
around the intersection creates significant conflicts for pedestrian and motorist, as well as making the entrance to 
the main street an important connection to Victoria Park.

The action plan proposes to restrict vehicular access to Digby Street, creating a stronger link between the town 
centre and Victoria Park. This modification allows for greater pedestrian access and increased activation. In 
addition, by making the intersection a part of the town centre’s one-way street system, it reduces the confusion 
around the busy Graves and Digby Street junction. This helps relieve the pressure of the intersection. By 
narrowing the junction with kerb build-outs the intersection ensures DDA compliant, safer pedestrian crossing 
and increased access to Victoria Park.

6.4 digby street upgrade
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note

•	 Due to potential alteration of traffic flows within the town it is recommended that a detailed 
traffic study is undertaken to understand the potential benefits and impacts associated with the 
proposed planning recommendations.



6.5 victoria park
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The redevelopment of Victoria Park represents a major 
opportunity for the town, creating a destination that 
contrasts the mainstreet activities of Graves Street, Taylor 
Street and others.

Victoria Park can provide a key tourist destination for the 
region, creating an alternative to the coastal facilities at 
Moonta and Wallaroo.  The redevelopment of the existing 
playground into an all abilities play space is a major 
opportunity that capitalises on the existing facilities of the 
Park.  

The parkland setting and treed landscape provides 
opportunities for climbing nets, aerial walkways or slide 
mounds that offer the potential for greater activation while 
capitalising on the existing landscape character.

By increasing footpath connections through the Park, 
access will be increased.  existing features such as the 
toilets, war memorial and rotunda will be linked improving 
the connectivity and usability of these facilities.  In addition, 
connections through the centre of the Park as well as 
potential improvements to the drainage of the area will 
assist in reducing the impact of flooding.



6.7 potential Action plan outcomes

CONNECT
CREATE

CONSOLIDATE
COMPROMISE
CELEBRATE

340li.m of upgraded lane ways

upgrade of victoria park, including playspace

of additional landscape / public realm opportunities 
(based on the lose of 30-50 on-street car parks)

new street trees

new parking spaces within 3 minute walking distance

of potential shared use mall, graves street

1ha
4,000m2

140

130
2,000m2
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over the next 10-15 years the Kadina Town Study 
recommends the following actions and public realm 
upgrades:
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7.0  
stYle guide



The need to create cohesive public places and open 
spaces will be critical to the success of the Kadina Town 
Centre Urban Design Study. There exists opportunities to 
reinforce the culture, social vibrancy and place making 
potential across all aspects of the town to ensure that the 
ideas and vision for Kadina town centre are made real. 

By applying a consistent approach to the design and 
selection of elements, objects and materials in the streets 
and open spaces of Kadina, quality outcomes can be 
delivered. The analysis and community consultation has 
highlighted Kadina’s need to reinvent itself and build a 
unique character for the town centre. 

This aims to not only attract more visitors but also to provide 
the opportunity for visitors to stay in the town centre longer. 
In essence, the vision of the action plan must be reinforced 
in the planning and design of the town’s future open spaces 
and streets. 

Much of the character of Kadina comes from agricultural 
and mining heritage and is contained in the architecture 
of the buildings, walls, fencing and landscapes with 
associated building materials such as stone, cast iron, brick 
and timber. These materials reflect the Kadina history and 
exhibit the idea of permanency and quality; lasting elements 
that reinforce the resilience of the community of Kadina and 
yorke Peninsula. 

The style guide does not propose a simple copying of the 
historic but considers relevant design responses, which 
are unique, confident and progressive, and that will deliver 
outcomes that match the future expectation of Kadina’s 
community.

The following pages provide details and imagery of the 
suggested character in relation to the urban design and 
landscapes of Kadina Town Centre.

7.1 style guide
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surface treatment / paving

•	 Vary use of hard surface materials (paving, exposed 
aggregate concrete and compacted gravels) to 
achieve a range of textures, contributing towards a 
more diverse and visual experience (01).

•	 Paving elements should be robust and incorporate 
the use of one or two tones in paving in line with 
the surrounding character with a contrasting colour 
incorporated in the banding (stone, brick, concrete 
paver) to highlight significant locations or reflect 
heritage architecture (02). 

•	 Paving along Graves Street should be high quality, dark 
brick pavers with a light colour banding (stone, brick, 
concrete paver) (03). Steel edging and stone kerb 
detailing should be used to reinforce its presence as 
the Kadina’s main street (04). 

Suggested combination is little Hampton mahogany 
pavers (05) with little Hampton old red cobble stone 
pavers as a banding insert.

•	 Paving throughout the remainder of the town centre 
should consist of large format, straight edge pavers 
or exposed aggregate concrete lighter in colour with 
darker smaller format/stone banding (06). 

Suggested combination of Best or Boral 400x400mm 
paver in a lighter colour (grey) with the little Hampton 
Mahogany brick paver or eco outdoor porphyry 
cobbles or filetti used for branding and to create a 
unity across the site.

•	 Rustic elements such as corten steel, stone and timber 
can be incorporated to provide connections with the 
historic context of the town centre as edging and 
highlight details (07).

•	 Artistic elements such as mosaic tiles, shot blasted 
patterns or cast in metal details can be incorporate to 
provide fun elements that help create a strong cultural 
identity for Kadina (08).
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structures & Furniture

•	 Materials should be selected for their robust nature 
requiring little maintenance such as stone, chunky 
timbers, brick and metal that are aesthetically 
pleasing, reinforce permanence, feature weathered 
textures, comprise natural features and respond to 
the surrounding rural and working character of the 
surrounding landscape (01). 

•	 opportunities to acquire and reuse materials will help 
maintain an authentic visual aesthetic and should be 
considered (02).

•	 Use colour palette which consist of lighter shades 
of green, red, oranges and brown with highlights of 
vibrant yellows, pinks, blues, greens and reds taking 
inspiration from the surrounding landscape (03).

•	 Proposed structures should be designed or selected 
to maximise the provision of comfort and amenity while 
maintaining an appropriate scale in relation to the built 
form of the town (04). 

•	 Suggested street furniture is the Senate range from 
Street and Park furniture ensuring a consistency and 
unity across the public realm to reinforce the character 
of the area (05).

•	 The suite of furniture should allow for subtle changes in 
detailing or combination of materials to be applied to 
reinforce or highlight areas of importance.

•	 Designs should be highly functional. 

•	 Bespoke structures and furniture to incorporate 
artistic combinations of materials such as timber, 
stone, glass, stainless and corten steel, ceramics and 
exposed aggregate that serve as both functional and 
aesthetically pleasing art pieces in themselves. Used 
to create a sense of place, particularly, along Graves 
Street (06).
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lighting

•	 An appropriate selection of lighting that reflects the 
historic context of the town centre without reproduction 
or faux replication.

Suggested street lighting is the We-eF PFl series with 
timber lighting post (01).

•	 lighting should be robust, resistant to vandalism, easy 
to maintain, efficient (leD) and provide security and 
facilitate access. 

•	 Strip and focused beam lighting elements should be 
included on the ground plane for directional emphasis 
and in the illumination of congregation spaces (02).

•	 Use of lighting effects to enhance art pieces, prominent 
architecture and mature trees of architectural grandeur 
should be incorporated to coordinated effect (03).
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planting

•	 Vegetation selected for seasonal attributes, hardiness 
and should contribute to native species habitats.

•	 Hardy, drought tolerant native species incorporated 
through landscape treatments.

indicative plant list

trees:

Citrus trees various

Cupanioposis 
anacardiodes 

eucalyptus ordorata

eucalyptus porosa 

jacaranda mimosifolia

Platanus x acerifolia

Pistacia chinensis

 

shrubs:

Acacia cognata ‘lime light’

Atriplex viscaria 

Correa ssp.

Dodonaea viscosa 
‘Purperum’ 

enchylaena tomentosa 

eremophila scoparia 

Grevillea lavandulacea ‘Mt 
lofty’  

Maireana sedifolia 

Ptilotus obovatus 

Rhagodia spinescens 

Westringia ‘jervois Gem’ 

Viburnum tinus

grasses, sedges & rushes:

Cyperus vaginatus 

Danthonia caespitosa

Dianella ‘Goddess’ 

Dianella ‘little jess’ 

Isolepsis nodosa

lomandra Tankia  

Poa labillardieri var. 
labillardieri 

Stipa elegantissima 

Triodia iritans  

ground Covers

Carbrotus rossii  

Disphyma crassifolium ssp. 
clavellatum

Goodenia varia  

Hardenbergia violacea 

Kennedia nigricans 

Myoporum parvifolium  
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signage

Signage within the Town Centre should acheive the following 
objectives (1):

•	 Signage designed to enhance the appearance of the 
town centre.

•	 Signage not hazardous to any person.

•	 Advertisements which communicate clearly and 
effectively without causing unnecessary distraction or 
disorderliness.

•	 Signage and logos should be clear and carefully 
integrated, and should be a positive addition to a 
building facade.

signage Dimensions

The design of signage within the Town Centre is critical to 
the quality and legibility of the public realm.  An absence 
of clear guidelines for signage has the potential to result in 
dominant or inappropriate signs within the Town Centre.

The following guidelines offer a contextual framework for the 
design signage that responds to the character of the Town 
both now and into the future.

building Facade

•	 Signage should not extend above the roofline or 
parapet of the existing building

•	 Signage widths across the facade should reflect the 
proportions of the building frontages and underlying 
building vernacular.

•	 Typical depth of building facade signage should not 
exceed 600 to 700 mm in depth

•	 Fixing details should be responsive to the age and style 
of the building

verandah Fascia

•	 Signage should not be positioned to extend above the 
height of the verandah or verandah fascia boards

•	 Fixing details should be responsive to the age and style 
of the building

•	 Verandah fascia signage should be of a depth of 
between 400 and 600 mm  

•	 Verandah fascia signs should not repeat building 
facade signage (either verandah or building signage 
should be selected)

underneath verandahs

•	 Signage should respond to the built form character of 
the adjacent buildings and verandahs

•	 Fixing details should not be obtrusive or detrimental to 
the adjacent architecture

•	 Signage beneath verandahs should be positioned well 
above head height at least 2.5 m above pavement level 
or consistent with adjacent existing signage

•	 Signage should not be greater than 300 mm in depth 
and a width appropriate to the verandah

•	 Verandah ends should not be enclosed with signage 
and should ensure that the architectural styling of the 
verandah is retained

Feature signage

•	 Where appropriate feature or artistic signage to side 
walls and blank facades should be given the following 
considerations to ensure that signage becomes an 
addition to the character and visual legibility of the 
town.

•	 Signage content should be appropriate and fit for 
purpose

•	 Size and scale of the signage should be responsive to 
the built form of the host building

•	 Signage should deliver quality outcomes with a high 
degree of artistic intent or craftsmanship
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principles

Identification and legibility are the primary design 
consideration for signage: the size, scale, height, colour, 
materiality and location of signs shall be harmonious with, 
and properly related to, the overall design of the building or 
structure and the town centre (2):

The number of signs on each building should be kept to a 
minimum to prevent unsightly clutter and confusion.

Signage throughout the town centre should not:

•	 Detrimentally affect by way of their siting, size, shape, 
scale, glare, reflection or colour  the amenity of the 
town centre;

•	 Impair the amenity of the town centre by creating,  or 
adding to, clutter, visual disorder and the untidiness of 
buildings and spaces;

•	 Create a hazard to persons travelling by any means;

•	 obscure a driver’s view of other road vehicles,of 
pedestrians and of features of the road such as 
junctions, bends, changes in width, traffic control 
devices and the like that are potentially hazardous;

•	 Distract drivers from the primary driving task;

•	 Wholly or partly consist of bunting, streamers, flags, 
windvanes, and the like;

•	 Be placed upon a building, object, site or structure 
in any manner so as to disfigure, damage, interrupt, 
or conceal any window opening, door, or significant 
architectural feature or detail of any building;

•	 Be located on the return ends of verandahs;

•	 Project above verandah line or parapet;

•	 Be painted on building walls below verandah level;

•	 If illuminated, be flashing or moving.

Signage throughout the town centre should:

•	 Have a coordinated character utilising common 
colours, lettering style and forms of signage;

•	 Be located and designed in such a way as to reflect 
and reinforce the character and function of the town 
centre;

•	 Be of a size and scale which complements the scale of 
buildings and does not overpower or distort the visual 
appearance of the buildings;

•	 Not dominate the streetscape or erode the character 
and amenity of the area;

•	 If illuminated, be illuminated externally by means of a 
concealed top light or spotlight;

•	 Not compete with or intrude upon tree canopies, 
but should be fixed at fascia level to ensure ease of 
visibility;

•	 Not distract attention from traffic control information;

•	 Complement and improve the character and amenity of 
the town centre;

•	 Maintain equity of exposure for every business 
premises;

•	 Be concise and efficient in communicating with the 
public to avoid proliferation of confusing and cluttered 
information or number of advertisements;

•	 For all signage, signage width and height must be in 
proportion to the facade, respecting the size, scale and 
mass of the facade, building height, and rhythms and 
sizes of window and door openings.

•	 Align with existing signage where the depth of the facia 
or facade allows;

•	 look to incorporate public art approaches to enhance 
town centre character, in particular at intersections and 
corner buildings. 
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8.0  
ConClusion



While the yorke Peninsula currently faces both opportunities 
and challenges in relation to social, economic and 
environmental impacts, what is clear from the consultation 
undertaken by the project team is the desire of Kadina to 
strengthen and grow as a community into the future.

The Kadina Town Centre Study provides a road map and 
long term strategic directions for the town, ensuring that 
future actions and developments proposed for the town 
contribute to achieving the Community’s vision. 

The revitalisation of the town, as illustrated through the 
planning directions, actions plans and style guide for 
Kadina’s town centre, streets, laneways and open spaces, 
will provide the physical framework for a progressive 
programme of social, economic and environmental 
revitalisation to occur in Kadina.

The recommendations contained within the Kadina Town 
Centre Study will require an ongoing commitment from the 
Community, Council and State Government. Feedback from 
the Community on the suitability and preference of initiatives 
within the Kadina Town Centre Study is located in Appendix 
6. only through a collaborative approach can the delivery 
of the urban design framework be achieved and the future 
vision of Kadina realised. 

The following recommendations and suggested programme 
of works contained within the implementation plan provide 
guidance in relation to future works, these include:

•	 Upgrade of main street intersections and introduce 
traffic calming measures

•	 Undertake a traffic count and study for the Town Centre 
to support future planning decisions

•	 Progress detailed concept designs for Graves Street 
and Frances Terrace

•	 Develop design of regional playspace for Victoria Park

•	 Consider temporary road and parking closures to test 
planning ideas

•	 Undertake detailed discussions with stakeholders and 
land owner to facilitate masterplan recommendations

By creating better places for people to meet and interact, 
do business and live, these initiatives will ultimately ensure 
that Kadina, its Town Centre and Community can continue 
to make a positive contribution to the yorke Peninsula long 
into the future.

Conclusions
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